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For teachers who want to go a step further 

The Macmillan Books for Teachers help teachers develop their own personal and effective style of teaching.
Each book has clear and practical aims. Insights from academic research are combined with hands-on experience 
to create books, which focus on teaching solutions for real classrooms.

Adrian Underhill, Series Editor

www.macmillanenglish.com/methodology
Available as eBooks at
www.macmillaneducation.com/bookstore

• Teaching English Grammar
• Uncovering EAP
• Uncovering CLIL
• Blended Learning
• 500 Activities for the Primary Classroom
• An A-Z of ELT
• Sound Foundations (+ Audio CD)
• Learning Teaching
• Beyond the Sentence
• Uncovering Grammar
• 700 Classroom Activities
• Discover English
• Children Learning English
• Teaching Practice
• Teaching Reading Skills in a Foreign Language

Uncovering EAP   9780230723221

Uncovering CLIL   9780230027190

Blended Learning   9780230020832

500 Activities for the Primary Classroom  9781405099073

An A-Z of ELT    9781405070638

Sound Foundations (+ Audio CD)  9781405064101

Learning Teaching   9781405013994

Beyond the Sentence    9781405064071

Uncovering Grammar    9781405080064

700 Classroom Activities    9781405080019

Discover English    9781405080033

Children Learning English    9781405080026

Teaching Practice    9781405080040

Teaching Reading Skills in a Foreign Language  9781405080057

9780230723214
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Macmillan Study Dictionary
Upper intermediate
Michael Rundell (Editor-in-Chief) and Gwyneth 
Fox (Associate Editor)

Macmillan Study Dictionary is a two-colour English 
dictionary suitable for upper secondary and university 
students who study their subjects in English. Packed 
with curriculum words and a major encyclopedic section, 
it is the complete reference source for students at this level.

Key Features
> Over 10,000 words, meanings and phrases
> More than 150 two-colour technical illustrations explain 

complex topics at a glance
> Thousands of subject-speci� c words drawn from secondary 

syllabuses for all subjects
> Clear definitions with example sentences based on 

authentic English      
> Example sentences are relevant to students throughout the world
> Collocations are shown in bold within entries, to help students 

speak and write more naturally
> Definitions are easy to understand while being technically 

accurate and using appropriate terminology. They are 
written using a restricted vocabulary of 3,000 words and 
their accuracy has been checked by expert consultants

> A 24-page Study Skills section covers exam preparation, 
essay and letter writing, presenting CVs, dealing with data, 
ICT, and taking notes

> A 13-page Reference section includes the Periodic Table, SI 
units and conversions, irregular verbs and pronunciation table 

> The CD-ROM combines the full text of the dictionary with 
recorded pronunciations of every headword in British 
and American English. Users can search for words in a 
particular topic area. All illustrations from the book are 
included, and additional animations help explain some of 
the technical vocabulary. The content of the dictionary’s 
Study Skills and Reference sections are included in a 
searchable format with interactive full-colour maps

Paperback + CD-ROM 9780230401969

www.macmillandictionarties.com
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Paperback    9780230724037

Macmillan Collocations Dictionary
Upper intermediate to Advanced
Michael Rundell

Macmillan Collocations Dictionary is a brand new 
two-colour dictionary of collocations designed for upper 
intermediate to advanced students to help them write 
more natural and idiomatic English.

The dictionary derives its information from a 2-billion 
word corpus using leading-edge software, with all entries 
drafted and edited by an expert team comprising the 
best ELT lexicographers in the UK.

Key Features
> Collocations presented for over 4,500 carefully selected key words
> Within each entry, collocations are grouped in semantic sets
> Special focus on collocations frequent in academic and 

professional writing, with information on register provided 
where appropriate

> Examples from real English to show how collocations are used 
in context

> Easy-to-use layout with all headwords printed in red
> Usage boxes with grammatical notes, synonyms and 

alternative expressions

Headwords 
in red

Notes to give you
specifi c grammar
information

Relationship between 
headword and collocate 
made clear

Defi nitions for each
new meaning of the 
headword

Examples show the
collocations being 
used in context

Notes to tell you about
alternative ways of 
saying something

www.macmillandictionaries.comwww.macmillandictionaries.com


